Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
27. Beloved Moses Opens a Healing Passageway to My Knees
Beloved Moses and “Marianna”
Beloved Moses, Thank You for waiting so long for our meeting this
Morning! I Connect with Mother Mary right before our meeting and it
took longer today.
“My Child, worry not! I am with you always and I know what is
happening in your life. Know you will reach a balance more and more as
your Body comes more into balance.”
“You have been enjoying your reading, have you not?” It was wise
of you to ask me what Books would assist us at this time! So know I am
with you as you read and I nudge you to know what to ask your Friend
Malachi for detailed explanations and assistance.”
“We are All working to assist your growth at this time, for you are
Cutting a Pathway not many have traveled on the Earth Plane. Your
Pathway has been accelerating because of the work you did with clearing
the Akashic Records, the Inner Child Workshops, and the I Am Classes,
plus your Steady Focus to know more about the Unknown. Keep doing
what Feels right for your Heart, no matter if others think you should do
something else.”
“You have created a Direct Link to Source and the Spirit World. More
and More will be given to you to share with others. Please realize that
you are Sharing by Downloading the Sacred Wisdom into your Crystal Bed
in the Back of your Head and then Into the Iron Core Crystal Grid even if
no words have been spoken. For you have stepped out of the Third
Dimension and your abilities are Expanding.”
“Know this work we are doing and you are doing, and that you do
with Mother Mary and there will still be Other Masters, is as Important as
the Ten Commandments Being Written in Stone! It is the same process
and will set the Foundation for the Earth’s Evolution. It will provide a
means for All upon Earth to Experience Heaven on Earth as Light Beings
when each person opens their Heart to Remember who they really are! It

is Important that you realize this Gift that you are assisting to create will
Impact Planet Earth and all upon Her. Then All the Planets in the Galaxies
and Cosmos will also be Impacted because we are All Interwoven
together. We are One, All moving One More Step up Jacob’s Ladder, as
you call it.”
“This morning we will not go to other Dimensions. Your meeting
with Mother Mary Created a Deep Inner Healing that needs for you to
Integrate on many Different levels this day. So, I will add my Healing Light
to your Lower Chakras to Expedite their opening which will remove much
of the pain you are experiencing. When this is opened it will be Easier for
you to walk and will open the Healing Passageway to your Beautiful
Knees.”
“Take a few deep Breaths and send that Divine Light down to your
Lower Chakras and we’ll join our Creator’s Light of Healing. Close your
Eyes and rest until me meet again.”
“Peace Be With You.” “I am Your Beloved Moses.”
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